ENCLOSURE 6.1

CANNOCK CHASE COUNCIL
CABINET
16 NOVEMBER 2006
REPORT OF CHIEF EXECUTIVE
PORTFOLIO LEADER – ACCESS TO SKILLS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
HEDNESFORD TOWN CENTRE REGENERATION – PHASE 2 VICTORIA STREET/BUS STATION
SCHEME – PRINCIPLES OF DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To consider the principles of the Development Agreement between St. Modwen Developments
Ltd (SMD) and Cannock Chase District Council (CCDC) for the redevelopment of the Phase 2
Victoria Street/ Bus Station site, Hednesford.

2.

Recommendations

2.1

That the Chief Executive be authorised to negotiate a Development Agreement and Headlease
with St. Modwen Developments Ltd based on the revised principles set out in this report and
illustrated at Annex 2.

2.2

That, upon the conclusion of such negotiations, a further report be prepared setting out the
Heads of Terms for the proposed Development Agreement and Headlease for Cabinet
consideration.

3.

Key Issues

3.1

In May 2004, Cabinet agreed the principles of development on three opportunity sites in
Hednesford Town Centre. Cabinet resolved to invite St. Modwen Developments Ltd. (SMD) to
progress two schemes, Phase I (Rugeley Road) and Phase II (Victoria Street/Bus Station).

3.2

The Council entered into a Development Agreement with SMD with reference to Phase I
(Rugeley Road) in December 2005, and as a result planning applications were submitted by
the developer in July 2006 and are currently being progressed. The Council is now
progressing negotiations with SMD for the second phase of the regeneration proposals; the
Victoria Street/Bus Station site.

3.3

The scheme upon which SMD was selected for the site included the following elements (see
Annex 1):•

A 65,000 sq.ft. foodstore

•

A 180 space car park and landscaping

•

A 65,000 sq.ft. residential development
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•

A bus turning facility with shelters and public toilets

•

A Market Square with 70 car park spaces

•

A District Centre which would include a relocated library, a relocated ‘Aquarius’ facility,
Council offices, other social facilities (bingo hall) and residential accommodation

3.4

Since Cabinet considered the above SMD have entered into detailed discussions with
interested parties and key landowners with a view to establishing a detailed concept plan for
the site to facilitate a Development Agreement with the Council.

3.5

As a result of the discussions it has now been established that the retailer originally identified
by St. Modwen no longer wishes to progress their interest in the foodstore element of the
proposals. However, another foodstore operator has indicated that they wish to progress a
requirement for a 76,000 sq.ft. gross floorspace foodstore. Whilst the building ‘footprint’ of the
store would be substantially larger than the original store, the net trading floorspace at 38,000
sq.ft. is less then the 42,000 sq.ft. trading area required by the scheme in Annex 1. However,
the enlarged building ‘footprint’ required by the new foodstore operator has necessitated a
redesign of the conceptual layout.

3.6

As a consequence of the above the latest concept scheme from SMD illustrates the following
(see Annex 2):•

A ca 76,000 sq.ft. foodstore

•

Comparison retail floorspace of ca 45,000 sq.ft. to link the foodstore to Market Street.

•

A realigned Victoria Street which includes a new traffic island and bus stops

•

Replacement community facilities above the comparison retail floorspace.

•

Residential development

•

A relocated Air Cadet Force training facility

•

A 450 space car park with footpath connections to Market Street and Hednesford Park

3.7

Apart from reflecting the change in foodstore operator interest, the revised scheme reflects the
inclusion of an improved Hednesford Library as part of the emerging Pritchard Holdings
scheme for the former Lucas Building, as well as the integration of the Council’s ‘One-Stop’
facility as a replacement for the previous Hednesford Area Office. Hence, these elements are
no longer part of the proposals for the Victoria Street/Bus Station site.

3.8

Discussions with landowners have all concluded that relocations would be considered, but the
details of such have yet to be established.

3.9

Whilst the revised proposals for the Victoria Street/Bus Station site include a number of
differences to those originally submitted in January 2004, they remain consistent with the Brief
issued by the Council, in particular the provision of:-
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•

New convenience/comparison retailing floorspace

•

Replacement community facilities

•

Provision of visitor facilities and attractions, including extra car parking

•

Securing of major investment

•

Environmental improvements, including enhanced links to Hednesford Park

3.10

It is considered that the current proposals from SMD offer the most realistic prospect of
achieving the regeneration of the Victoria Street/Bus Station site, and should form the basis of
continued discussions, and ultimately incorporation into a Draft Development Agreement.

3.11

It is also anticipated that the development agreement for Phase II will adopt the same principles
adopted for Phase I. In this scenario, the Council would secure and retain the freehold of the
development site except for those plots to be occupied by residential development. The
Council would grant long leasehold interests to the developer/potential operators of the
foodstore. In addition the Council will receive a premium payment, the scale of which is yet to
be determined. The premium would be paid upon completion of the development agreement.
It is anticipated that the Council would also be in receipt of a deferred premium/profit share
should SMD’s profit margin be exceeded.
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Section 1
Background
On 13 May 2004, Cabinet agreed the principles of development on three opportunity sites in
Hednesford town centre. It identified development partners to be invited to work with the Council on the
redevelopment of the town centre schemes. Cabinet resolved to invite St. Modwen Developments Ltd
(SMD) to progress two schemes, Phase 1 Rugeley Road and Phase 2 Victoria Street/Bus Station sites.
The Council then sought and received confirmation from SMD that they were willing to proceed on the
basis of the Council’s selection of them as preferred developer for Phases 1 and 2.
The Cabinet report of 24 March 2005 resolved to approve the principles of the development agreement
between SMD and the Council for the redevelopment of the Phase 1 Rugeley Road ‘Gateway’ scheme.
The development and associated Headlease agreements were successfully completed in December
2005. Planning applications for the redevelopment of the Rugeley Road site were submitted for
consideration in July 2006.
The Council is now progressing negotiations with SMD for the second phase scheme involving the
redevelopment of the Victoria Street/Bus Station site.
Section 2
Details of Matters to be Considered
The Development Brief
The Development Brief, which invited the submission of proposals from SMD and the other shortlisted
developers, set out to use Council owned land as a catalyst for investment and development in
Hednesford town centre. The aim of this investment was to achieve a ‘vision for Hednesford’ whereby it
would be:
•

A quality centre providing for the convenience retailing and local service needs of its
community and

•

The ‘Gateway to the Chase’- attracting visitors and the local community to improved leisure and
recreational facilities.

The scheme upon which SMD was selected for the Victoria Street/Bus Station site (plan at Annex 1
refers) included the following key elements:•

A 65,000 sq.ft. major foodstore on the junction of Market Street/Victoria Street, with the
entrance as a focal point to the Market Street/Victoria Street junction

•

180 space car park and landscaping, extending into Council owned green space network land
on the edge of Hednesford Park

•

Approximately 65,000 sq.ft. residential development

•

bus turning facility with shelters and public toilets

•

‘Market Square’ with 70 car park spaces
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•

A ‘District Centre’ development:
o 10,000 sq.ft. relocated community facility,
o 3,000 sq.ft. relocated library,
o 1,000 sq.ft. Council office and Information Point,
o 8,000 sq.ft. bingo and social club at first floor level,
o 6,000 sq ft of residential accommodation at first floor level.

During their consideration of the proposals in May 2004, Cabinet noted that the inclusion of a large
foodstore within St. Modwen’s proposals had the potential to generate a significant number of additional
shopping visits which would have a positive regeneration benefit to the whole of the town centre, a view
which was supported by a meeting of Hednesford traders. Furthermore, the incorporation of the ATP
land ownership offers the potential for a major qualitative environmental improvement to the centre as
well as providing land to accommodate a new bus facility, additional car parking capacity, and a
replacement Aquarius and other community/leisure facilities.
Because the regeneration benefits described above are dependent upon the ability of the developer
being able to turn the foodstore interest into a firm commitment, it was agreed that the selection of
St. Modwen is to be conditional upon the operator entering into an Agreement to Lease (or similar
agreement) within 12 months of the Council entering into an exclusive negotiation arrangement with the
developer. It was also recommended that, subject to the securing of planning permission, the Council’s
Green Network land adjacent to Hednesford Park is included in the negotiations on this site.
In this period since Cabinet’s consideration of the proposals for the Victoria Street/Bus Station site,
St. Modwen have entered into detailed discussions with interested parties and key landowners with a
view to establishing a detailed concept plan for the site as a means of securing a Development
Agreement with the Council and an Agreement to Lease with the foodstore operator.
As a result of the above discussions it has now been established that the original foodstore operator no
longer wishes to progress their interest in the foodstore element of the proposals. However, another
operator has indicated that they wish to progress a requirement for a circa 76,000 sq.ft. gross
floorspace foodstore. Whilst this is a significantly larger building ‘footprint’ than previously proposed,
the net trading floorspace of circa 38,000 sq.ft. is smaller than the 42,000 sq.ft. trading area required by
the original proposals.
Discussions with ATP have established that the company would be willing to consider relocation to a
site elsewhere in the District only if it is considered appropriate for the future of the business. As a
consequence, St. Modwen are progressing negotiations with ATP. Discussions with other land
interests are continuing.
As a consequence of the above, the latest proposals from St. Modwen for the Victoria Street/Bus
Station site are illustrated in the concept layout at Annex 2. The key components are as follows:•

A 76,000 sq.ft. foodstore located at the northern end of the site close to Hednesford Park.

•

Comparison retail floorspace of circa 45,000 sq.ft. to link the foodstore to Market Street, parallel to
the railway line.
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•

A realigned Victoria Street which includes a new traffic island and bus stops.

•

Replacement community facilities above the retail terrace adjacent to the railway line.

•

Residential development above the retail terrace and also adjacent to the realigned Victoria Street.

•

A relocated Air Cadet Force training facility and parking on the edge of Hednesford Park.

•

Improved car parking and linkages with Hednesford Park.

In order to provide improved linkages between the foodstore and the existing retail core (i.e. Market
Street) the new proposals include a terrace of comparison retail uses to provide a pedestrian route to
Market Street close to the railway bridge. Further segregated pedestrian routes are provided across
the car park.
The other main differences between the current proposals and those originally submitted in January
2004 are as follows:•

A new traffic island is required to provide safe access and egress to the service yards of the
foodstore/retail terrace, the Air Cadet Force facility and the foodstore car park.

•

Bus setting down and picking up facilities are provided in preference to the bus turning facility
originally proposed.

•

The Air Cadet Force training centre is now accommodated at the edge of Hednesford Park.

•

Replacement community facilities located above the retail terrace, are provided instead of the
previous ‘District Centre’.

•

The proposal to include a relocated Library and Council Office/Information Point are no longer
required because the existing Library in Market Street is now included within proposals for the
former Lucas Building. Furthermore, the Library now includes a Council ‘One Stop Shop’.

•

The volume of residential development has been slightly reduced but it is now provided in two
separate locations.

Whilst the revised proposals for the Victoria Street/Bus Station site include a number of differences to
those originally submitted in January 2004, they remain consistent with the Brief issued by the Council,
in particular the provision of:•

New convenience/comparison retailing floorspace.

•

Replacement community facilities.

•

Provision of visitor facilities and attractions, including extra car parking.

•

Additional residential development.

•

Securing of major investment .

•

Environmental improvements, including enhanced links to Hednesford Park.
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Outstanding Issues
There are a number of issues which may need to be considered as part of the detailed planning
process. These include:•

The need for a retail impact study to assess the implications of the additional comparison and
convenience floorspace upon Hednesford and other locations within its catchment.

•

A traffic assessment to establish the need for highway/junction improvements.

•

The impact of the scheme, including the relocation of the Air Cadet Force building, on the
Greenspace Network.

•

The implications of the scheme for public transport use/access.

•

The suitability of re-providing community facilities at first-floor level as opposed to ground level,
albeit with the possibility of ‘at grade’ access off Market Street.

•

The loss of public toilets currently adjacent to the Aquarius and potential re-provision as part of the
foodstore development.

•

The successful resolution of issues associated with other land interests including the bingo hall.

The Development Agreement and Financial Considerations
Negotiations on the development agreement between the Council and SMD for the Victoria Street/Bus
Station site (Phase II) are at an early stage. The purpose of this report is to establish the principles
which will underlie the negotiation of the development agreement and the financial arrangements
between the Council and its development partner.
It is anticipated that the development agreement for Phase II will adopt the same principles adopted for
Phase I (the Rugeley Road scheme). In this scenario, the Council would secure and retain the freehold
of the whole development site except for those plots to be occupied by residential development. The
Council would grant long leasehold interests to the developer/potential operators of the foodstore. In
addition the Council will receive a premium payment, the scale of which is yet to be determined. The
premium would be paid upon completion of the development agreement. It is anticipated that the
Council would also be in receipt of a share of the deferred premium/profit should SMD’s profit margin
be exceeded.
Notwithstanding the changes outlined above, the key elements remain consistent with the ambitions of
the Council’s Brief for the Hednesford Town Centre proposals and offer the most realistic prospect of
achieving the regeneration of the Victoria Street/Bus Station site.
It should also be noted that as Phase II will require a longer timeframe than Phase I due to the
complexities of site assembly and the securing of planning permission; which raises further scope for
the development appraisal to alter. Therefore, once the principles which are outlined in this report have
been agreed by Cabinet, it is anticipated that the negotiation of the detailed development agreement
between the Council and SMD will require subsequent ratification by Cabinet prior to it being agreed.
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Section 3
Contribution to Chase
The achievement of Phase II of the Hednesford Town Centre Regeneration proposals will provide a
positive contribution to CHASE via the positive impact the scheme will have on the economic vitality of
Hednesford Town Centre and the job creation opportunities that will occur as a consequence. An
improved environment will also be achieved as a consequence of the beneficial use of a site part of
which is unsightly and neglected.
Section 17 (Crime Prevention) Implications

Section 4

This report focuses upon the development principles that will underlie Phase II of the Hednesford Town
Centre Regeneration Proposals, it is anticipated that the detailed design of the scheme will be the
subject of extensive discussions prior to the submission of a planning application. These discussions
will include the need for additional CCTV cameras and liaison with the Architectural Liaison Unit of
Staffordshire Police.
Section 5
Human Rights Act Implications
There are no identified implications in respect of the Human Rights Act 1998 arising from this report,
which is concerned with the principles of the scheme rather than its implementation.
Section 6
Data Protection Act Implications
There are no identified implications in respect of the Data Protection Act arising from this report.
Section 7
Risk Management Implications
The main risk management considerations arising from this report are those associated with the need
to ultimately secure the commitment of a foodstore operator to proceed with a scheme on the Victoria
Street/Bus Station site. The number of foodstore operators capable of committing themselves to a
scheme such as this is very limited which emphasises the importance of trying to secure such an
operator no more than 12 months after a Development Agreement is secured with St. Modwen
Developments.
Other risk management issues are associated with the need to relocate ATP, as there is insufficient
land to accommodate a large foodstore within Hednesford Town Centre without incorporating ATP’s
land ownership.

Section 8
Legal Implications
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Any land disposal carried out by the Council is subject to the requirements of Section 123 Local
Government Act 1972 to ensure that it secures the best possible consideration for its land in all the
circumstances.
However, Section 2 of the Local Government Act 2000, empowers local authorities to ‘do anything
which they consider is likely to achieve any one or more of the following objects :
a)
b)
c)

the promotion or improvement of the economic well-being of their area
the promotion or improvement of the social well-being of their area, and
the promotion or improvement of the environmental well-being of their area.

The Council may exercise this power in relation to any part of its area and includes the power to incur
expenditure and give financial assistance. To link in with this power, the Secretary of State has
granted a general consent for local authorities to dispose of assets at an undervalue of up to £2.0m.
Any reduction in value above £2.0m will require the Secretary of State’s specific consent.
Once agreed, the Development Agreement will impose upon the Council legal obligations towards
SMD, some of which will take place unconditionally on the signing of the Agreement, with others being
imposed once other prior conditions have been fulfilled. The site is subject to various restrictions and
other potential issues and provisions on how these will be dealt with will be included in the
Development Agreement.
The Council has the power to make compulsory purchase orders for site acquisition whether for its own
purposes or to assist a preferred developer with the implementation of proposals and the cost of any
orders which may be necessary will be the subject, inter alia, of negotiations with SMD. Although
Government advice indicates generally that authorities should only seek to exercise compulsory
purchase powers as a last resort, always ensuring that it is in the public interest to do so, the Council
should be able to show either that voluntary acquisition had been attempted and failed or why it was not
realistic to pursue it on any particular scheme. This has to be balanced against the regeneration
imperative that is likely to exist in this case. A further report will need to be submitted to Cabinet if it
becomes necessary to use this power.
The Council has adopted a development brief for this site and the proposals for development must
comply with the brief. As indicated in Section 2 above, although the current proposals differ from those
originally submitted by SMD, they are still consistent with and meet the requirements of the brief.
Section 9
Financial Implications
This scheme, if brought to fruition will have implications re: land, car park income and lease rental.
However, until further negotiations are completed, none of these can be quantified and thus more
detailed implications may be available in future reports.
Human Resource Implications

Section 10

There are no identified Human Resource implications arising from this report.
Section 11
Conclusions
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Since Cabinet consideration of the initial proposals for Phase II of the Hednesford Town Centre
Regeneration Project, a number of changes have occurred to the key elements which would be
included in the scheme. The most significant of these is that the new proposals include a larger
foodstore and a terrace of retail units for comparison shopping. This has been prompted by the need to
accommodate a foodstore with ‘footprint’ as reflected in the conceptual layout at Annex 2.
Notwithstanding the changes outlined in the report, the key elements remain consistent with the
ambitions of the Brief issued by the Council at the end of 2003. Therefore, it is considered that the
current proposals from SMD offer the most realistic prospect of achieving the regeneration of the
Victoria Street/Bus Station site, and should form the basis of continued discussions, and ultimately
incorporation into a Draft Development Agreement.
Cabinet are asked to consider the principles contained in the revised proposals from SMD which can
then form the basis for the development agreement. The details of the subsequent negotiations
between the Council and SMD would require subsequent ratification by Cabinet.
Section 12
List of Background Papers
Cabinet report dated 13 May 2004 entitled ‘Hednesford Town Centre Regeneration’.

Annexes to the Report
Annex 1:

Proposals for Phase II as submitted by St. Modwen, January 2004

Annex 2:

Concept plan and sketch schemes of Phase II as submitted by St. Modwen, June 2006
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Annex 1 Bid Masterplan for Phase 2, January 2004
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Annex 2 – Concept Plan and Sketch v6

ENCLOSURE 6.2

Annex 2 – Concept Plan and Sketch v6
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Annex 2 – Concept Plan and Sketch v6

